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2017 AGM and Spring General
Meeting
An excellent turn out for our AGM and Spring General Meeting with 23 railways and 57b members
attending the meeting. Thank you for turning up and I hope that you enjoyed your day and many thanks to
Ian Wilson and his team for organising it. The AGM proceeded smoothly with little to report and the
minutes have been circulated. This was followed by the Spring General Meeting which produced some
interesting discussion and an update from Beer Heights Light Railway on the incident which occurred on
their railway in 2015. This along with our participation in a rewrite of HSR 216, which provides guidance for
the operation of passenger carrying miniature railways of up to 350mm gauge are all included in the
minutes of the meeting.
Following distribution of the Brochures and Posters the members boarded Mariloo and six coaches for
their first trip along the new extension followed by a hearty lunch of Fish and Chips followed by Jam
sponge with lashings of custard. Not good for the figure but very tasty.

The train ride
was proceeded
by a short sharp
shower
which
provided
very
greasy rails and
this
combined
with
both
sanders blocking
up led to a very
interesting
journey.
The
sight of nearly 9
tons of Mariloo
slipping to a halt
engulfed
in
steam was a
picture taken by
many people on
board. this one
was taken by
Wally Pearson.
A further trip after lunch with sunshine and dry rails went without incident.

BGLR NEWS
David Humphreys has offered to host the Autumn General Meeting at his North Bay Railway, Burniston
Road, Scarborough, North Yorkshire YO12 6PF on Wednesday October 11th at 11.00 am. This venue will
also be convenient for members to visit the National Rail Museum in York and make for an interesting
midweek break. I look forward to a good turnout as I am sure most members have been to the NRM but
probably not for a good many years so here's your chance.
Jim and I will be posting out Posters and Brochures very soon, the delay being due to railway operations
over the Easter school holiday period and the May bank holiday.
I have received two applications from potential new members direct via the website, however this feature
will be disabled when Orange shut down their email servers at the end of May. If anyone has a current
contact for Mike Hanson could they let me know, as it is possible that he has the username that would
allow me to get into the system.

HRA, LEGISLATION, & SAFETY REPORT
BGLR is a corporate member of the Heritage Railway Association. Members can read HRA “members only” publications on
www.hra.uk.com/ by entering the username bglr and the password kcnsy37

Last year the HRA issued two Guidance notes on Safety Critical Work on Railways. One was Management
of Safety Critical Work and the second was Fitness Assessment for Safety Critical Workers, these are only
for guidance but worth a read as some of the guidance is applicable to miniature railways.
We have received the following email from the HRA
Please find attached a letter and form from the above group. The letter was written on Tuesday this week
and refers to the dissolution of Parliament yesterday.
This is another chance for Heritage Railways to highlight their work and it would be very good if we could
have a large response to this request.
If you receive this message as the representative of a corporate member please pass it on the appropriate
person in your organisation.
Many thanks.
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Goyns
Administration Officer
Heritage Railway Association
I have attached the two letters at the end of the Newsletter
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NEWS FROM OUR MEMBERS
Thompson Park Railway
During the early months of 2017 several
major projects were earmarked to be
completed . The biggest of these was a third
track through the station and a third
platform. Work started on the first
Wednesday of January and by the time we
were ready to open again to the public on
the first weekend of March the track had
been completed and most of the platform
laid. Work was still needed on the points
which were going to be made hydraulic and
therefore the third platform was not used
until just before Easter. We still have to put
some railings on the platform so at present
we are using temporary barriers. We
received a grant from Tesco 'Bags of help' of
£1000 which will go towards the new
railings.
On the running front we have had a very
good start to the year by beating our best
March by 1 ride, any improvement is better
than non. April has been excellent so far
and it looks like we are heading for another
record breaker. As members may already
know our railway is hosting the seven and a
quarter gala and AGM in September so a lot
of preparation is going on for what we hope
will be a very enjoyable four days.
Work on our shed area including a new run
off track (which was completed recently)
and a fiddle yard is still on-going so as well
as carrying passengers our members are still busy with these works. Michael Bailey

Stansted Park Light Railway
Going Round the Bend
Over the past three months I, along with others have spent a great deal of time creeping about on hands
and knees replacing track sleepers at Stansted Park Light Railway. As in all things the sleepers are coming
to the end of life having been in service for some fifteen years. At the same time the opportunity was
taken to improve the variabilities in the track gradient and the resetting of track superelevation.
Personally I have been a big believer in superelevation having been personally associated with two
completely separate and unconnected incidents involving the overturning of coaches which could well
have been avoided had correct superelevation been applied. One such incident developed when a driver,
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intent on increasing the velocity of the train to get up the imminent gradient, forgot that the back of the
train, some 40ft away was still on the crown of the bend and the coach overturned. As a result of one of
the incidents modifications were applied to the coaches to fit more effective anti-tipping bars. The design
of this modification is described on Guidance Sheet No4 and is available from the Southern Federation web
site. The design limits the amount of tilt of the coach by a ski-bar running on the ground. However it would
be more appropriate if the coach did not tilt in the first place. This can readily be achieved by the correct
application of superelevation, sometimes known as Cant.
It is an unfortunate fact that people are getting heavier and, as passengers or more especially a guard on
an elevated seat, this increases the height of the centre of gravity of the coach, which in turn increases the
risk of overturning. You may remember that many years ago Frank Hornby solved this problem with his 0
Gauge track by supplying track with tapered sleepers. However we are not talking about the amount of
superelevation needed by Guy Martin which allowed him to travel at 90 degrees to the vertical on the Wall
of Death.
The amount of superelevation has two primary variables, namely the radius of the bend and the square of
velocity of travel. The force of gravity (g) is taken in to account by the formula. It is my belief that the
variable force of gravity changed by location or altitude as described by Jim Al-Khalili can be ignored. The
track radius is obviously predetermined but it is required to make a fair estimate of the likely velocity of
travel since this will change depending on individual drivers and circumstances. Generally speaking a
reasonable velocity will be around 4-5 mph. So it then comes down to how best to measure the
superelevation. As before this entailed creeping on the ground with a spirit level and an alternative had to
be found to eliminate further damage to creaky knees and bad back. The solution was as shown herewith.
Spirit levels are inconsistent items depending on the vial which contains the liquid and hence the bubble. It
is difficult to calibrate, even if the vial has a graduated scale so the problem was eliminated by fitting on
the low side bearing a predetermined (rotating) packing ring such that the thickness of the ring is
equivalent to the required superelevation and hence the bubble shows as level. With the handle fitted it is
then a simple matter of walking the track and watching the bubble. The gauge also very quickly locates any
undersize track gauge since it will jam.
The formula for superelevation in inches = G x v² ÷ 1.25 r.
Where G is the gauge in feet, v
is the speed of the train in miles
per hour and r is the radius of
curve in feet.
The range of the packing rings
for our radius and speed
became 0.25 to 0.30 inches.
The
combination
of
superelevation and the angle of
the tread face on the wheels
tends to reduce wear on the
wheel flanges and the rail head.
This assumes that the tread has
not worn flat. It also helps to
reduce wheel squeal on the
bends. The concept will work
for any gauge of railway with
appropriate adjustments to the
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width of the carrier block.
The above picture shows the gauge as manufactured. Most of it was from the inevitable ‘come in handy
junk box’. The carrier body is a block of plastic material, as are the three roller packing rings, used primarily
because it is easy material to machine. The length of the body is exactly to the gauge of the track but cut
away at the base edges to clear the rail fish plates and bolts. The bearings were junk and one spare is
shown outside the block to indicate the type. The stub ends (shaft) were made a push fit in the block but
any bearing and shaft will do. But remember that the holes must be bored exactly parallel to the top face
where the spirit level is mounted. The pole connector is, I suspect, a flag pole socket from a boat. The
actual pole used to push the gauge was an aluminium gazebo pole which by pure chance exactly fitted. The
spirit level is a standard Rabone No 1393 but again any one will do. Wally Pearson.

Romney Hythe and Dymchurch Railway
With the 90th anniversary year well underway we are pleased to say it has started as a great one with a
good Easter and dry weather helping to keep a regular flow of customers every day. The new facilities at
Dungeness are proving very popular with rail customers and visitors to the intriguing landscape of
Dungeness by other modes. It has already exceeded its first year trading target by 20%.
We have also introduced a range of souvenirs featuring a revamped historic emblem used 90 years ago to
promote the railway. Old meets new in a winning fashion.

And so to special events. The first is our Steam and Diesel Gala on Saturday and Sunday 13/4 th May which
sees a fantastic line up and will be well worth a visit.
On the locomotive front 8 Romney steam locos including The Bug will be joined by our two diesels as our
contribution and then a further two main line locomotives; Wroxham Broad and Blicking Hall from the
Bure Valley Railway will join them to enable the operation of our most ambitious timetable to date with
highlights including:
●
●
●
●

Saturday 9.30 kick off from New Romney with a parallel run
A 15 minute interval service on the Hythe to New Romney section most of the day
An end of normal day non-stop from Dungeness to Hythe
Continuation of running at least hourly overnight on the Hythe section to give 33 hours of
continuous operation
● Leading into the Hercules 90 with a series of unusual workings on the Sunday a number involving 48-2 Hercules returning to service after intermediate overhaul and amounting to 90 miles of running
in one day
● Between all this Synolda kindly also loaned for the weekend by the Ravenglass and Eskdale Railway
will be operating shuttle services from New Romney with the Bug out from New Romney up our
steepest grade towards Greatstone. Expects some impressive exhausts there to.
Our catering facilities will be open all weekend as appropriate to the time of day and one and two day
rover tickets are available on our on-line shop via the website www.rhdr.org.uk. With 90 years of
continuous operation to celebrate we felt we had to do it in style.
After that the weekend of 15/6th July is the main Birthday celebration with historic re-enactments and the
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Romney loco fleet out in force again. Danny Martin

Eastleigh Lakeside Steam Railway
The first Special Event of 2017 took place on
Sunday 26th March when the railway
celebrated the engineering achievements of
H.C.S. Bullock. All the trains were operated
using the
three serviceable
Bullock
locomotives and the two engines undergoing
overhaul or restoration were on display in
Platform Three – the bay platform – at
Parkway Station.
The many visitors, both miniature railway
enthusiasts and members of the public, were
treated to a spectacle rarely seen today that of
all the locomotives in service being
octogenarians, and coming out of the
workshop of one builder. These were, 1932
built No: 1001 ‘The Monarch’, No: 1002 ‘The
Empress’ constructed in 1933 and No: 2006
‘Edward VIII’ which was completed in the
winter of 1935/36 and all were turned out in
immaculate condition.
On display were No: 2005 ‘Silver Jubilee’
showing the progress so far on the extensive
overhaul being carried out in the railway’s own
workshop, and recently acquired No: 1003
‘Western Queen’ whose long term restoration
will also be undertaken in the workshop. Since
being on display, the leading bogie and brake
mechanism of ‘Western Queen’ have been
removed in order to assess what may be
restored and what needs to be replaced.
The Easter Egg Hunt and the daily running
through the Hampshire Schools’ holiday
period proved to be very popular with
numbers, especially over the Easter Bank
Holiday, pleasantly exceeding expectations. I
am sure that others will concur, that it would
be beneficial if local education authorities
could agree dates for school holidays making
it easier for railways to plan staffing and
opening times and, by so doing, helping
visitors avoid wasted journeys.
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Plans are being finalised for the 25th
Anniversary Gala Weekend on 22nd & 23rd July.
It is going to be an exciting occasion with Paul
Atterbury, who has become a great supporter
of the railway, performing the opening
ceremony and all operational locomotives will
be employed over the two day festival. Please
keep an eye on the railway’s website
www.steamtrain.co.uk for more details.
Lionel Kay

All photographs by Lionel Kay

Top downwards
No: 2006 ‘Edward VIII’ outside the shed at Parkway
th
14 March 2017
No: 2005 ‘Silver Jubilee’ on display in the bay
th
platform at Parkway Station 26 March 2017
No: 1003 ‘Western Queen’ with sister locomotive
th
‘Silver Jubilee’ at Parkway Station 26 March 2017
No: 1002 ‘The Empress’ at the head of a train 26
March 2017

th

No: 1001 ‘The Monarch’ hauling a train of carriages
th
26 March 2017
Britannia Pacific No: 70055 ‘Rob Roy’ in charge of
th
the trains on 18 April 2017 during the railway’s
daily running.
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Great Laxey Mine Railway
Manpower overcomes Steampower!
The Great Laxey Mine Railway Team was delivered “a blow” when the front axle on “Bee” failed after a
relatively short period of time in steam engine terms.
The Railway opened at Easter for the operating season and the loss of one engine has left the Railway with
only “Ant” running. There is the backup of the diesel engine “Wasp” but this vehicle’s working function is
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to support maintenance work and does not provide passengers with a steam engine experience.
With the Railway located in Laxey Isle of Man, there was the logistical challenge of delivering the chassis to
Alan Keef Limited in Ross-on-Wye with the Irish Sea being in the way. The other obstacle was the fact that
the Railway is accessed by a narrow and twisting lane which prevents a commercial vehicle driving down to
collect the chassis.
The Volunteer Team pride themselves on innovation so Plan A was to haul the chassis up the access lane
with the support of a four wheel drive vehicle. So on April 25, Bee was stripped down to half a tonne of
chassis and the loading commenced. However the tow rope would not take the strain so in the end it was
down to Plan B, manpower! After an immense effort the chassis was pulled and pushed onto a lorry which
delivered the item to the Isle of Man Steam Packet Company for transport to the port of Heysham in
Lancashire. The chassis was held in a storage depot for 24 hours before collection and delivery to Ross-onWye.
Repair and return delivery will be hopefully before the TT Festival when thousands of motorbike
enthusiasts come to the Island to enjoy the unique 37 mile road racing circuit. It is a busy time for the
Railway as interestingly enough bikers also enjoy the Island’s unique heritage transport system which
includes the Great Laxey Mines Railway.
The cost of repair although understandable means the Team has to work harder to increase passenger
numbers as well as seek donations to keep the finances “topped up.” However if steams trains could talk ,
the Team suspects that “Ant” is missing her companion “Bee” so everyone is looking forward to seeing the
pair operating together again. Tony Wild including photographs

Fancott Miniature Railway
The railway is back and running for the new season with the good weather bringing in many passengers for
the railway. Herbie has been returned to the railway following a complete restoration by Dan Radcliffe at
the Hastings Miniature Railway and a fantastic job has been done. We have also received two new sets of
carriages from CMD Engineering.
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A new metal fence has been installed from the station to the footbridge which not only looks good but will
cut down on the painting requirement and the Station Garden is nowin bloom thanks to the efforts of the
railway team. I have now acquired "Dark Star" a Hymeck to replace my Class 47 that was destroyed in the
fire of 2015. All this extra rolling stock means that we are now overflowing the loco shed

Hambleton Valley Miniature Railway
Spring 2017 report
Firstly, apologies for the lack of news recently, there certainly has been no let up on the ground!
With phase 4(a) now open and bedding in nicely, attention has turned to consolidating the finances and
spending a little time on tidying up all the little bits that easily get forgotten about when extending a
railway. After 6 months of operating over the 150 yard extension, the track had finally decided to find its
natural resting place - so it was time to set the final alignment. Thankfully there was quite a lot off ballast
left over from the initial construction stage, sadly it was all in one pile, at the far end!
2017 brought with it a break with tradition, for both the HVMR and Embsay & Bolton Abbey Railway, in
that we would close down for a short period during January (in both cases due to p/way work!). The
HVMR decided to extend the closedown until Easter in an attempt to concentrate on maintenance, a
decision that paid off as I completed the track work with a day to spare.
New for 2017:
THREE steam Loco’s! –

The faithful ‘Stafford’ has returned from winter maintenance at Station Road
Steam in Lincolnshire with a clean bill of health. She has been joined by two
recent purchases by a fellow member of the Railway – a model of a narrow
gauge WW1 Hunslet 4-6-0T named “Somme” and a pseudo Sharp, Stewart &
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Co. Darjeeling 0-4-0ST (Romulus with dummy saddle tank but with a tender
and well tank!) named “Emma”.
TWO new events (so far) -

Peppa Pig™ visited Bolton Abbey Station for Easter Sunday and Monday and
Paw Patrol™ visited for May Bank Holiday Sunday and Monday. Passenger
numbers exceeded 1000 for these two events alone with fully laden trains
mostly working in top-and-tail mode to keep the queues moving.

LOTS still to do! -

2017 should hopefully see the installation of our 2 nd Turntable, this will
remove the need to run with the driving trucks / tenders leading and should
make for a far more comfortable driving experience. It is also hoped to install
and commission the level crossing lights and warning sounds, and possibly
finish off those little tidying up jobs…

A Few pics from April, courtesy of HVMR fan Matthew Cleaver

0-4-0STT Romulus “Emma”

0-4-0ST Stafford “Stephen/Ashley”

And a few pics from the HVMR archives – both taken by Ollie Harrison

‘Hunslet’ 4-6-0ST “Somme” meets “Emma”

Noble Steed 0-4-2PH “Louis Shaw” during track laying at the
temporary end of phase 4(a)

Thanks and Best Wishes for 2017 - Will Lister
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As we have the space a picture of Prince running on the Thompson Park Railway

Newsletter prepared and circulated by
Tony Davies, Short Acres, Tiptoe Road, Wootton, New Milton, Hants, BH25 5SJ
Tel No – 01425 616622.
e-mail – dublorunner@gmail.com
All photographs are the copyright of the Railway featured in the article, unless stated otherwise.
BRITAIN’S GREAT LITTLE RAILWAYS Ltd Registered Office:- Moors Valley Railway, Moors Valley Country Park, Horton Road, Ashley Heath,
RINGWOOD, Dorset BH24 2ET
Registered in England & Wales - Company No. 3143331
BGLR Website – www.bglr.org

And now an article that was received 1 day too late to be included in the January Newsletter or did I
publish it a day early, anyway here it is and the letters from the HRA are after this article.
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Eastleigh Lakeside Steam Railway
The highlight of the last few months at
Eastleigh was the naming and entering
into service, on 3rd December 2016, of
the railway’s brand new Bulleid Pacific
No: 35004 ‘Cunard White Star’. Under
the watchful eye of the Deputy Mayor
of Eastleigh, Councillor Sollitt, members
of the Heywood Society, volunteers and
members of the public, the guest of
honour, Paul Atterbury named the
locomotive. Paul Atterbury is probably
best known as an antiques expert on
the BBC ‘Antiques Roadshow’ but is also
a railway enthusiast and published
author. Before carrying out the naming
he gave a short speech detailing his
younger days describing scenes along
the mainline he also mentioned the
delays he had experienced before
arriving at Eastleigh and wondered if the
same would have happened in the days
of steam! Following the naming, and
after numerous photographs had been
taken by and of the dignitaries, ‘Cunard
White Star’ was attached to a train of
coaches and took its first official trip
around Lakeside’s track.
The naming was the culmination of
several months’ work by Jesse Moody
and Barry Eden in Jesse’s workshop and
the finished locomotive attracted many
admiring looks and appreciative
comments.
The Christmas running period was its
usual bustling time with very successful
‘Santa Specials’ and daily running during
the schools’ Christmas holiday even
during some very inclement weather.
During the relatively quiet time after the
holidays, when the railway is running
trains only at the weekends, the
opportunity has been taken to carry out
some necessary maintenance on
members of the locomotive fleet. At one
point, four of the railway’s Bullock
locomotives were in the workshop for
repairs and restoration.
Very briefly, the tasks are; the overhaul
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of the leaf springs and work on the new
axle boxes for No: 2006 ‘Edward VIII’ is
progressing well and should soon be
completed. No: 1001 ‘The Monarch’ has
been dismantled in readiness for the
boiler to have its ten year hydraulic and
steam test carried out, and whilst in the
workshop, the opportunity has been taken
to carry out repairs to the firebox frames
and the main frame, and to re-profile all
the wheels. On closer inspection, it was
discovered that the smokebox was life
expired and the decision was taken to
have a new one manufactured alongside
the smokebox from No: 1003 ‘Western
Queen’. Work on the fourth Bullock
locomotive in the workshop, No: 2005
‘Silver Jubilee’ has slowed a little.
However, much has been achieved with
new tyres fitted, steam brake overhauled
along with the reverser and are now
ready to be fitted to the locomotive.
Although the Bullock locomotives appear
to be taking up most of the workshop’s
time and space, No: 850 ‘Lord Nelson’
has also been prepared for its ten year
hydraulic test and a number of other
issues are to be attended to including the
overhaul of the safety valves and reprofiling the driving wheels, tender
wheels and front bogie wheels.
Finally, and away from the workshop, the
weekend of the 14th – 15th January saw,
following a few minor adjustments, No:
35004 ‘Cunard White Star’ join the
operational fleet and share duties with
No: 70055 ‘Rob Roy’ and B-B diesel No:
1994 ‘Eastleigh’. It is going to be a most
welcome addition to the railway.
Photographs and article by Lionel Kay
Top to bottom
Deputy Mayor of Eastleigh with Jesse Moody and
Barry Eden with Paul Atterbury in the
background. Naming of No: 35004 ‘Cunard White
rd
Star’ 3 December 2016 Paul Atterbury with Jesse
rd
Moody and Clive Upton 3 December 2016,
rd
‘Cunard White Start’ on the first V.I.P. Special 3
December ‘Cunard White Star’ and ‘Channel
rd
Packet’ at Parkway Station 3 December 2016
th
‘Western Queen’ boiler lifted 20 December 2016
th
‘Cunard White Star’ on 15 January 2017 the first public running day
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All-Party Parliamentary Group on Heritage Rail

20A Park Road
Bromley, BR1 3HP
Managing Directors or General Managers
of heritage railways and tramways and museums
2 May 2017
APPGHR Study into young people and heritage railways
The Group is embarking on a new study into young people and heritage railways. We are keen to see how
railways encourage young people to participate, and the barriers to involving them. We are interested in
the practical value the railways offer in terms of work experience, training and apprenticeships. We would
like to understand in more detail the value of the railways in education, and how far schools are equipped to
take advantage of this. A more detailed remit for the study is attached with this letter.
On behalf of our chairman, Rt Hon Nicky Morgan MP, could I ask you to help our study with an initial short
written submission to the Group covering these areas, which we could perhaps follow up later with an oral
evidence session in the House of Commons.
The election has affected the timescale set out in the remit, but we still hope to hold evidence sessions in
July and to complete the report later in the Autumn. Following tomorrow’s dissolution of Parliament, the
group will not meet until after the election, so if you were able to provide the information by Monday 12
June, that would be most helpful.
We plan to share the subsequent report widely to make sure we can put it to good use in the future, as has
been the case with our first report on the value of heritage railways.
Submissions should preferably be no more than four pages, and submitted electronically to me at
chris.austin@hra.uk.com.
With thanks for your assistance,
Yours sincerely,
Chris
Chris Austin OBE MA FCILT
Secretary, APPGHR
07913 653594

All-Party Parliamentary Group on Heritage Rail
Outline of remit for an inquiry into the role of young people in heritage railways
Background
Heritage Railways employ 4,222 full time equivalent staff and 19,775 volunteers and are
supported by many more people in terms of donations and shareholdings.
Supporters are predominantly older men whose enthusiasm and support has created and
sustained the current successful group of over 100 heritage railways.
Many railways have successfully recruited younger volunteers, including more women, but others
have been less successful in doing so and in some cases this has restricted their ability to develop
the railways further. In some cases, young people trained on heritage railways, have moved on to
successful careers on the national rail network. Many railways now offer apprenticeships which
are valued not only by the railway industry but other engineering companies as well.
All railways and museums attract young people as visitors and many provide tailored visits or
materials to relate to the national curriculum. This not only helps to encourage young people’s
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interest in the railway in terms of its relevance to engineering, geography and economics, but as a
transport mode and as a possible career choice as well.
Over time, legislation designed to protect children has had the unintended consequence of
imposing additional administrative burdens on the volunteer workforce who run the railways and
as a result of inhibiting access to railways for interested young people.
Purpose of Study
The inquiry would aim to establish the facts about the numbers of young people attracted to the
railways, and to identify and analyse the training schemes and apprenticeships on offer and
assess their value.
It would also establish the extent to which the railways offer facilities to schools and colleges that
are relevant to the curriculum both for educational visits, projects and work experience schemes.
In doing so, this would provide for an exchange of ideas between heritage railways and museums.
It would also identify strengths and weaknesses in what is currently on offer.
This information would be linked with evidence from schools and education authorities on the
potential for linking the railway’s offer with the needs of schools and how this might be improved to
mutual benefit. The scope for the further development of apprenticeships would be examined.
The involvement of young people requires special measures to protect them which can be quite
onerous for organisations that are primarily run by volunteers. The inquiry would identify particular
problems and consider how they might be overcome without diminishing the protection offered to
young people.
The overall objective would be to report on measures to make it easier for heritage railways to
engage and foster the interest of young people and offer them the opportunity of work experience
or of training and employment in the wide range of skills needed to operate heritage railways
today.
Approach to Study
The All-Party Group would appoint a steering group to oversee progress and to direct the inquiry.
The inquiry would be undertaken using the select committee format, in talking expert evidence,
discussing the outcomes and implications of this and then formulating some conclusions and
recommendations for inclusion in a report.
Written evidence would be invited from witnesses, and oral evidence would be taken from those
whose input would be particularly valuable.
It is envisaged that three oral evidence sessions would be required, and that two meetings would
be required to draw conclusions and formulate recommendations. The latter might require the cooption of external experts to assist the group.
Report writing and production would be undertaken by the Secretary.
Suggested timescale
2016 December. Formulation of remit and agreement to approach
2017 March. Formation of steering group. Call for evidence with six weeks allowed for
submission.
Early May. Collation and analysis of written evidence.
May to July Three oral evidence sessions.
August. Collation and analysis of oral evidence.
September. Initial meeting to draw conclusions and recommendations.
September/October. Report writing.
November. Meeting to agree/amend report.
December. Report publication.
Chris Austin, 8 March 2017
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